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Background Information
The pervasive presence of artificial lighting on the global landscape has created a
substantial problem for wildlife populations: light pollution. Two taxa that experience negative
effects of artificial light are bats and nocturnal insects. Research has shown that some insects are
drawn to short-wavelength light1,2, effectively creating a vacuum effect that draws insects out of
areas surrounding light fixtures and into open areas below the light3. Insects attracted to lights fly
beneath them for extended periods of time throughout the night, often leading to mortality
through sheer exhaustion or predation3. Bats can be broadly categorized as either lightopportunistic or light-averse, with light-opportunistic bats being attracted to lit areas, and lightaverse bats avoiding lit areas4,5. While the scientific community has begun to explore the direct
effects artificial light has on bats, the ecological consequences of these behavioral changes
remain largely unknown. One experiment showed that red LEDs can be used to mitigate the
effects many conventional lighting technologies have on bats and insects6, but more research is
necessary to assess the efficacy and universality of this mitigation technique.
Methods
During the summer of 2019 in Grand Teton National Park’s Colter Bay Village, we will
be monitoring bat and insect habitat use at a fine spatial scale while manipulating lightscape
characteristics in order to better understand the relationship between bats, insects, and artificial
light. Our monitoring sites are distributed within, and immediately surrounding, a large T-shaped
parking lot in the village that is illuminated by 32 street lights (Figure 1). We will install
proprietary LED luminaires that allow users to choose whether red or white light is emitted from
the luminaires, and also control their brightness. We will change the color of light illuminating
the parking lot between red and white, and pseudorandomly change the brightness of the
luminaires, in three day blocks throughout the summer to ensure that temporal variation in bat
and insect activity is controlled for between lighting treatments.
The parking lot will be split into three monitoring areas, with an additional five
monitoring areas in unlit habitat surrounding the parking lot serving as “dark controls”. In each
of these monitoring areas, we will record bat activity using radiotelemetry and passive acoustic
monitors. In June and July, we will capture bats in the areas surrounding our monitoring sites and
fit them with radiotags that emit a radio signal every five seconds. Radiotelemetry dataloggers,
each paired with a Yagi five-element antenna, will be placed in all monitoring areas to record
radiotag fixes within their detection radius. We will also deploy Wildlife Acoustics SM4BATs in

each monitoring area to record bat echolocation calls. To record nightly insect abundance within
each monitoring site, we will also deploy flight intercept traps7.
Predictions
We predict that when our artificially lit
monitoring sites are illuminated by red light,
light-averse bats will increase their activity,
light-opportunistic bats will decrease their
activity, and insects will decrease in
abundance in comparison to periods of white
light illumination.
Anticipated Analyses
Proceeding data collection, we will use
SonoBat 4.3.0 to determine the number of
calls attributed to a given species for each
site-night. We will also count the number of
insects collected by flight intercept traps for
each site-night, and record the total mass of
Figure 1. Bat and insect monitoring areas in Colter Bay
each site-night’s sample. Additionally, for
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each radiotagged bat we will calculate the
duration of each foraging bout within a monitoring area. Using these data, we will create three
mixed effects models for each bat species and one model for insects to determine how lightscape
characteristics influence: 1) bat calling effort; 2) the total amount of time bats spend in
artificially lit areas; 3) the duration of bat foraging bouts in artificially lit areas; and 4) insect
habitat use in artificially lit areas. The results of this research will provide valuable information
for the conservation of bats and insects in artificially lit habitats.
Ethical Statement of Animal Research
The IACUC protocol for this project is still in review, however all committee concerns
have been addressed, and the protocol is expected to be approved on May 20, 2019. Proof of
protocol approval will be sent to the Zoological Lighting Institute as soon as possible.
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